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Chapter 2

Preliminaries on control theory

This chapter provides the theoretical background which is required for the formal definition of
the hybrid control strategy and the proof of output regulation in Chapter 3. It also describes the
repetitive control method which is applied to the MCCD as an alternative to the hybrid control
method in Chapter 6.

A pivotal result in the field of reference tracking is the work of Francis and Wonham [20] on
output regulation and the internal model principle, which is discussed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2
defines the structure of a general hybrid system and gives necessary and sufficient conditions
for output regulation of hybrid systems. These results are based on [23] and [42]. Finally, Section
2.3 provides some background on the repetitive control strategy.

2.1 Classical output regulation for linear systems

In the following, we consider a SISO LTI plant defined by

9x � AGx�BGu� Pw, xpt0q � x0,

y � CGx,

*
(2.1)

where x P Rn is the state vector, u P R is the input, y P R is the output, AG is the state matrix,
BG is the input matrix and CG is the output matrix of the plant. The state w P Rs is the state of
the so called exosystem that can generate reference and/or disturbance signals and is given by

9w � Sw, wpt0q � w0,

r � Qw,

*
(2.2)

where Q and S are real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions. Disturbances are intro-
duced to the plant by the mapping of w through the disturbance input matrix P . The matrices
AG, BG, CG and P are real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions.

Based on these system descriptions, the tracking error of the plant w.r.t. the reference signal
r, can be defined as

e � Qw � CGx, (2.3)

where e P R.
To be able to guarantee robust stability of the plant and to optimize performance, we in-

troduce a dynamic feedback controller, which processes the tracking error e and generates the
input u to the plant. This controller has the following form

9xc � ACxc �BCe, xcpt0q � xc0,

u � CCxc,

*
(2.4)
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where xc P Rm and AC , BC and CC are real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions.
Based on these definitions the dynamics of the complete closed loop system can now com-

pactly be formulated as

9w � Sw,�
9x

9xc

�
�
�

AG BGCC
�BCCG AC

� �
x

xc

�
�
�
P

BCQ

�
w,

y � �CG 0
� � x
xc

�
.

(2.5)

For the closed loop system defined in (2.5) we are interested in defining sufficient and nec-
essary conditions for stability and asymptotic reference tracking. This problem is called the
problem of output regulation and can be formulated as follows

Output regulation problem: Given tAG, BG, CG, P,Q, Su, find controller matrices tAC , BC , CCu
such that:
1) The closed loop system (2.5) is stable

2) For any initial condition
�
x0

xc0

�
and w0, limtÑ8 eptq � 0

Without loss of generality, we can consider σpSq P C̄�, as σpSq P C� would make the exo-
system stable and reduce the problem to that of internal stability (if we satisfy 1) then 2) is
automatically satisfied).

To solve the problem of output regulation we first give a definition of an invariant manifold
of a dynamical system.

Invariant manifold: A manifold M is said to be forward and backward invariant for the
dynamics described in (2.1) if the following implication holds:

xp0q PMô xptq PM @t P R�.

Now if we are able to stabilize the system by a suitable choice of tAC , BC , CCu, the invari-
ant manifold, which defines the steady state response of the closed loop system to r, can be
formulated as

M �
"
px, xc, wq P Rn � Rm � Rs :

�
x

xc

�
�
�
Πx

Πc

�
w

*
.

Substituting this in (2.5) gives us the following regulator equation

�
Πx

Πc

�
S �

�
AG BGCC

�BCCG AC

�
looooooooooomooooooooooon

Acl

�
Πx

Πc

�
�
�
P

BCQ

�
, (2.6)

which forms a Sylvester equation. Equation (2.6) has a unique solution Π if and only if σpAclq �
σpSq. This condition is satisfied by our definition of the exosystem and the assumption of closed
loop stability.
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If this solution also satisfies

0 � Q� CGΠx.

then we have output regulation.

Theorem 2.1.1 [20] Let pAG, BGq be stabilizable and let pAG, CGq be detectable. The controller (2.4)
solves the problem of output regulation if and only if there exist Πx P Rn�s and Πc P Rm�s such that

ΠxS � AGΠx �BGCCΠc � P,

ΠcS � �BCCGΠx �ACΠc �BCQ,

0 � Q� CGΠx,

(2.7)

Internal model principle: The internal model principle states that the problem of output
regulation can be solved, if and only if σpSq � σpACq. If this is satisfied, we say that the con-
troller incorporates a duplicate (an internal model) of the exosystem dynamics which generates
the reference signal. This internal model has to be observable from the plant input u and con-
trollable from the error signal e.

2.2 Output regulation for hybrid systems

2.2.1 Hybrid systems

We utilize the hybrid formalism and notation as given in [23]. A hybrid system is a system
which exhibits both continues time and discrete time dynamics denoted respectively as flow
and jump dynamics. An example is a billiard ball bouncing from wall to wall on a billiard
table. In this case, the flow dynamics satisfy Newtons laws (ignoring friction etc.) and define
the trajectory of the ball in between collisions with the walls. In a collision, the abrupt change
in velocity can be described by a jump in the state of the system. The different dynamics are
typically applicable to certain subspaces of the state space defined by the characteristics of the
system.

More precisely, an autonomous hybrid linear system can be defined as

9x � AGx, x P C
x� �MGx, x P D,

*
(2.8)

where x P Rn is again the state vector and x� denotes the state after the jump transition has
occurred. The flow map x ÞÑ AGx describes the flow dynamics on the flow set C � Rn and the
jump map x ÞÑMGx defines the jump dynamics from the jump set D � Rn.

Solutions of the hybrid system are parametrized by a hybrid time domain E. A subset E
of R¥0 � N is a hybrid time domain if it is the union of infinitely many intervals of the form
rtj , tj�1s � tju, where 0 � t0 ¤ t1 ¤ t2 ¤ . . . , or of finitely many such intervals, with the last
one possibly of the form rtj , tj�1s � tju, rtj , tj�1q � tju, or rtj ,8q� tju. A solution of (2.8) on E
is called a hybrid arc. For details on the solution of (2.8), we refer to [23].

When an external input is applied, following the definition of [49], the non autonomous
hybrid linear system can be defined as

9x � AGx�BGu, px, uq P C
x� �MGx�NGu, px, uq P D,

*
(2.9)
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where it is assumed implicitly that x and u share the same hybrid time domain. For details on
the solution of (2.9), we refer again to [49].

2.2.2 Hybrid output regulation

Based on the definitions in Section 2.1 and 2.2.1 we are now able to formulate necessary and
sufficient conditions for hybrid output regulation as presented in [42]. We follow the same
plant description as in Section 2.1.

Consider the hybrid plant with flow and jump dynamics described by

9τc � 1
9ζ � AGζ �BGu� Pw, ζp0, 0q � ζ0 @pτc, ζ, uq P r0, τmaxs � Rn � R

τ�c � 0

ζ� �MGζ �NGw @pτc, ζq P τmax � Rn

y � CGζ,

,///////.
///////-

(2.10)

where τc is a clock variable with a dwell time τmax which defines the moment of jumping of the
system.

The reference signal can be defined by the following hybrid exosystem

9τc � 1

9w � Sw, wp0, 0q � w0 @pτc, wq PW

τ�c � 0

w� � Jw @pτc, wq PW X ptτmaxu � Rsq
r � Qw,

,///////.
///////-

(2.11)

whereW :� tpτc, wq : τc P r0, tobss, w P W pτcqu, and the set valued mapping τc ÞÑ W pτcq � Rs

which is continuous with compact values, defines the domain of exosystem states during flow.
The regulation error during the flow is given by e � Qw�CGx and changes as e� � pCN �

QJqw � CMx with every jump of the system.
Instead of the dynamic controller of (2.4) we now consider a hybrid controller of the form

9τc � 1
9ξ � ACξ �BCe, ξp0, 0q � ξ0 @pτc, ξ, eq P r0, τmaxs � Rm � R

τ�c � 0

ξ� � Φξ �Ψe @pτc, ξ, eq P tτmaxu � Rm � R
u � CCξ �DCe

,/////.
/////-
. (2.12)

The closed loop hybrid system can then compactly be formulated as follows

9τc � 1, 9w � Sw, wp0, 0q � w0�
9ζ
9ξ

�
� Hcl

�
ζ

ξ

�
� Lclw,

�
ζp0, 0q
ξp0, 0q

�
�
�
ζ0
ξ0

�
@ppτc, wq, ζ, ξq PW � Rn � Rm

τ�c � 0, w� � Jw�
ζ�

ξ�

�
� Jcl

�
ζ

ξ

�
� Mclw @ppτc, wq, ζ, ξq P pW X ptτmaxu � Rsqq � Rn � Rm

,//////////.
//////////-

(2.13)
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with

Hcl :�
�
AG �BGDCCG BGCC

�BCCG AC

�
Lcl :�

�
BGDCQ

BCQ

�

Jcl :�
�
MG 0

�ΨCG Φ

�
Mcl :�

�
NG
ΨQ

�

The standard problem of hybrid output regulation, as studied in [42], can be defined as fol-
lows
Hybrid output regulation problem: Given the plant (2.10) and exosystem (2.11) find a con-
troller (2.12) such that:
1) The hybrid closed loop system (2.13) is stable

2) For any initial condition
�
ζ0
ξ0

�
and w0, limt�jÑ8 ept, jq � 0

Again we are interested in defining an invariant set of the form

M �
"
ppτ, wq, ζ, ξq PW � Rn � Rm :

�
ζ

ξ

�
�
�
Πx

Πc

�
w

*

for which hybrid output regulation is solvable.
Let φcl be the state transition matrix of the flow dynamics�

9ζ
9ξ

�
� Hcl

�
ζ

ξ

�
.

In other words φclpτmaxq � exppHclτmaxq and φclpt0q � In�m.
To be able to define the conditions for hybrid output regulation, we first define necessary and

sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a steady state of the hybrid system.

Theorem 2.2.1 [42] There exists a unique steady state of the hybrid closed loop plant (2.13) if and only
if the following two conditions hold
A1) Non-resonance condition: The eigenvalues of Jclφclpτmaxq and of J exppSτmaxq are disjoint.
A2) Internal stability condition: The eigenvalues of the matrix Jclφclpτmaxq lie within the unitary disk.

The following technical lemma is due to [42] on the solvability of output regulation for
hybrid systems that is related to the solvability of a hybrid regulator equation.

Theorem 2.2.2 [42] Suppose that the hybrid controller (2.12) is such that the closed-loop system (2.13)
satisfies (A1) and (A2). Then there exist a unique solution Π to the following equations

0 � HclΠ�ΠS � Lcl
0 � JclΠ�ΠJ �Mcl

(2.14)

Assume, additionally, that the setW is forward and backward invariant for the hybrid system described
by (2.11). Then the hybrid controller (2.12) solves the problem of output regulation if and only if the
following equation is satisfied

Q� CGΠx � 0 (2.15)

where Πx is the matrix obtained by extracting the first n rows from Π.
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2.3 Repetitive control strategy

As for the considered application we are interested in periodic reference tracking, we focus on
the repetitive method here. For details about ILC the reader is referred to the discussion in
Section 1.2.1.

Fig. 2.1 shows the general repetitive control layout. The repetitive loop is placed in parallel
with a feedback controller. It consists of a so called L-filter for phase compensation, a Q-filter
to add robustness and a delay line. The lead term zγ in the delay line can be used to partly
compensate for the phase lag in the loop as described in [40]. The gain kr was added as an extra
degree of freedom for tuning of the loop.

Figure 2.1: Repetitive control layout. The repetitive loop is placed in parallel with the standard
feedback controller. N is the number of discrete samples in one repetition. The phase lead γ

and the gain kr are used to tune the performance of the repetitive controller.

The delay line can generate any periodic signal with period N , it adds an internal model to
the feedback controller which allows for zero error tracking of any repetitive reference signal
with period N .

This can be understood if we examine the transfer function of the delay line. Setting γ � 0,
the transfer function can easily be computed to be 1

zN�1
which has the bode magnitude plot

given in Fig. 2.2. Essentially the delay line adds high gain to the controller at all harmonic
frequencies of the fundamental frequency 1{pN.∆tq of the periodic reference (or periodic dis-
turbance), which allows for good tracking (and periodic disturbance attenuation).

The learning update law of the repetitive loop can be formulated as follows:

zNUff pzq � QpUff pzq � zγLkrEpzqq, (2.16)

where zNUff pzq � Uff pz�Nq is the new input which will be applied during the next repetition
and is constructed from the input of the current repetition Uff pzq and from the error Epz � γq
as a result of this input.

From the feedback loop we have

Epzq � �SpUff pzq, (2.17)
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where Sp � P {p1� PCq is the plant sensitivity function. Combining (2.16) and (2.17) gives us

Epz �Nq � Qp1� zγSpkrLqEpzq,

which can be interpreted as the error propagation with every repetition.
For stability we need

|Qp1� zγSpkrLq|   1

TakingL � Sp
�1, γ � 0 and kr � 1 theoretically delivers perfect tracking after only one iteration

(dead-beat solution). However, for the same reasons as mentioned in Section 1.2.1 an exact
inverse is typically not realizable. Different techniques, such as ZPETC [66], are available for
the design of L. The Q-filter can be designed as a low pass filter to guarantee stability of the
system, but this comes at the cost of reduced tracking performance.

This technique is less sensitive to the accuracy of the system model and is therefore more
robust to unmodelled dynamics and plant uncertainties. The technique is known to amplify the
influence of random noise and disturbances [45] which is critical for the considered application.
The reproducibility of the plant is generally considered to be a measure for the tracking accuracy
that can be attained by repetitive control.
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Figure 2.2: Bodemagnitude plot of the delay line implemented in the repetitive loop. The peaks
at the harmonic frequencies of the repetition period allow for good tracking of the periodic
reference signal (or good rejection of periodic disturbances).




